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Session Two
Conceptualizing and Representing 
Linear Relationships

Transcript
Cubes in a Line Lesson: Chase’s Questions

[4 minutes]

50:44 Maryann: I’d like to have your attention back, please.

50:46 Maryann: Cubes on the tables again. Out of your
hands.

50:53 Maryann: Thank you for your attention quickly. I
appreciate that.

50:57 Maryann: Cody has a question he needs to ask you. I
mean, Chase has a question for you, Cody.

51:03 Chase: Cody, where did you get the four from in—
on your idea?

51:11 Students: (Laughter).

51:14 Maryann: Ah, it’s an important question.

51:20 Cody: There’s a whole bunch of fours. I don’t
know which four you are talking about.

51:24 Maryann: He’s wondering why you can multiply by
four.

51:30 Maryann: You have some people that can offer you
ideas if you need them, Cody.

51:42 Cody: Kyle?

51:44 Kyle: Because, because you were adding four
each time so you can multiply by it.
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51:51 Maryann: So you think it has to do with the adding of
four?

51:54 Kyle: Yeah.

51:56 Maryann: What do you think, Nicholas?

51:57 Nicholas: Um, well, where it says at the one up
there.

52:04 Maryann: The one up where?

52:05 Nicholas: Where—in the cubes.

52:07 Maryann: Oh, on the chart right here?

52:09 Nicholas: Yes.

52:10 Maryann: OK.

52:11 Nicholas: And then, um, well, you told us like awhile
ago that you can’t get to six by adding four
to one, and then could be the fours is from
when you add, um.

52:31 Nicholas: He got the two because, uh, when you get
four and the one cube, and you have to add
the cube to the four.

52:44 Maryann: Hm. I need to remind people to leave their
cubes alone. 

52:51 Maryann: So I think that Chase asks a really good
question. Why is it that you can multiply by
four?

52:59 Maryann: And that, that’s kind of important. And it
has to do with the idea of adding four, but
if you forget about the top and the bottom
for a minute . . .

53:12 Maryann: Oh, did I spark an idea? Oh, excellent. Yes,
I love it when you have ideas sparking.

53:18 Maryann: Jasmine, before you have a coronary.

53:22 Jasmine: Um, I just thought of something, but, um,
but I don’t think it has to do with your
question, but you can also multiply by six.

53:29 Maryann: Oh, OK. Hm, hang on to that idea. I’m
going to write it over here because I want
to come back to it. 
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53:39 Maryann: I don’t want to forget it but I want to stick
with this question for a second. 

53:44 Maryann: Hunter, I need your attention. Cody?

53:48 Cody: There’s four sides. When you stick them
together, um, some together, there’s four
sides.

53:55 Maryann: Oh, can you show me what you mean by
there are four sides? See if you agree. Uh,
show them too, because they’re gonna have
to agree or disagree.

54:05 Cody: If you have things here and here and there
is four sides.

54:09 Maryann: Count them.

54:10 Cody: One, two, three, four.

54:13 Maryann: Do you agree?

54:13 Students: Yes.

54:15 Maryann: Ah. Could that be where the four came
from?

54:17 Students: Um-hm.

54:18 Maryann: So if I took one and I didn’t count the top
and the bottom at the moment, it would be
one, two, three, four. And if I put them
together. . . .

54:28 Maryann: There’s two groups of four on the sides,
aren’t there, because there’s two on this
side, two on this one, two on that one. So
that’s four, right?

54:37 Maryann: Do you agree with that? 

54:38 Student: Um-hm.

54:39 Maryann: Does that help you see where maybe the
four came from for Cody?

54:42 Students: Yes.
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